This work demonstrates the use of genetic algorithms in optimized view planning for 3D reconstruction applications using small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The quality of UAV site models is currently highly dependent on manual pilot operations or grid-based automation solutions. When applied to 3D structures, these approaches can result in gaps in the total coverage or inconsistency in final model resolution. Genetic algorithms can effectively explore the search space to locate image positions that produce high quality models in terms of coverage and accuracy. A fitness function is defined, and optimization parameters are selected through semi-exhaustive search. A novel simulation environment for evaluating view plans is demonstrated using terrain generation software. The view planning algorithm is tested in two separate simulation cases: a water drainage structure and a reservoir levee, as representative samples of infrastructure monitoring. The optimized flight plan is compared against three alternate flight plans in each case. The optimized view plan is found to yield terrain models with up to 43% greater accuracy than a standard grid flight pattern, while maintaining comparable coverage and completeness.
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles, or UAVs, are useful remote-sensing platforms for infrastructure monitoring and inspection. The small size and maneuverability of UAVs make them highly mobile sensor platforms that can quickly and easily gather information about an environment that would otherwise be difficult to obtain. UAVs provide promising applications in many fields and are providing increasingly valuable services to industry. Although historically, UAVs have been used largely in military applications, new industrial opportunities may utilize UAVs as remote-sensing tools in areas as diverse as precision agriculture, landslide observation, pipeline surveillance, photogrammetric modeling and infrastructure monitoring [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . UAVs have an advantage over manned aircraft in these applications due to autonomy, the ability to capture data at close range and high resolution and reduced cost [8] .
One particularly attractive use of UAVs for many industries is as a highly mobile sensor platform for 3D reconstruction [9] . Images collected during UAV missions can be processed to create 3D models of a scene using techniques, such as structure from motion (SfM) [10] . The resulting models are useful for observation of terrain changes [11] , inspection of existing infrastructure [12] and environmental monitoring [13] . the fitness function described in Section 2.1.4 of the current work are derived in part from Scott's measurability criteria.
Blaer and Allen (2007) perform view planning for ground robot site inspections using a unique voxel space and ray tracing approach to represent the solution space. The robot first uses a 2D site map to plan an initial inspection path and generate a rough 3D map. Viewpoints are then selected sequentially using a greedy algorithm, and the robot path is generated using a Voronoi diagram-based method. The authors test their algorithm on a large historic structure. Their tests show the algorithm to be effective, but quite slow, requiring 15-20 min to compute the next viewpoint [33] .
The field of photogrammetric network design closely overlaps the field of view planning, but focuses more closely on the requirements taken from photogrammetry for accurate reconstruction. This type of design aims for well-distributed imaging network geometry and often employs carefully-designed targets and scale bars. This approach has been shown to produce very good results in small scenes, with Alsadik et al. demonstrating accuracies of up to 1 mm in cultural heritage preservation projects [34, 35] . The current work does not attempt to produce a rigorous network design, focusing instead on providing sufficient coverage of large scenes for 3D reconstruction to take place.
Scott et al. identify highly mobile, six degree of freedom positioning systems as an open problem in view planning research [30] . UAVs fill that need, but introduce additional challenges. Past work in view planning often focuses on small-scale industrial inspections, where a fixed robotic positioning system manipulates the sensor. The size of the inspected object in such systems rarely exceeds the sensor viewing area [24] . However, in UAV applications, the observed surface is often much larger than the sensor viewing area. Work done on view planning for site inspection commonly uses ground robots, with viewpoints in a 2D plane [36, 37] . In contrast, UAVs move in three dimensions, allowing viewpoints in an additional dimension. As a result, UAV view plans require more viewpoints to cover a 3D surface. This increases the computational complexity compared to that for the manufacturing inspection case for some portions of the view planning process, including visibility analysis, view point selection and the traveling salesman problem [15] .
Some work addresses these challenges. Schmid et al. present a multicopter view planning algorithm that uses a heuristic view selection approach to create a set of viewpoints [14] . The viewpoints cover a desired area while meeting the constraints for multi-view stereo reconstruction. The algorithm approximates the shortest path to the chosen viewpoints using a farthest-insertion-heuristic. The authors test the algorithm on a medium-and a large-scale scene with acceptable results for 2.5D reconstructions. However, while model resolution is reported, no qualitative analysis is performed to establish the accuracy of the models. Hoppe et al. develop a similar algorithm that differs by including an analysis of anticipated reconstruction error using the E -optimality criterion, which maximizes the minimum eigenvalue of the information matrix. They plan the path using a greedy algorithm with angle constraints and test their algorithm on a house under construction. The authors obtain errors of less than 5 cm across 92% of the reconstructed points [38] . Both of these projects are closely related to the current work and provide alternate methods for achieving similar goals. The lack of numerical analysis by Schmid et al. makes direct comparison difficult, but the results of the current paper are compared to those obtained by Hoppe et al. in Section 4.
In a more theoretically-based approach, Englot and Hover present a view planning algorithm for underwater robot inspections, which share a common scale and dimensionality with many UAV planning problems. The solution to the set cover problem is found using both a greedy algorithm and linear programming relaxation with rounding. The algorithm efficiently computes a sensor plan that gives 100% coverage of complex structures [39] . In a subsequent paper, the authors revisit the same problem, this time fitting the input model with a Gaussian surface, modeling uncertainty in the surface using Bayesian regression and planning views that minimize uncertainty in the surface [40] . This is related to the objective of the fitness function in the current work, which seeks to maximize the number of terrain point locations that can successfully be estimated using SfM. A promising approach for large-scale view planning is evolutionary or genetic algorithms, which use stochastic processes to iteratively progress toward an optimum. Genetic algorithms are especially useful in this application because of the nonlinear and non-convex nature of the problem, which can cause difficulties for traditional gradient-based optimization techniques [17] . Olague uses this approach to develop a camera network design for a robotic camera positioning system [41] . Chen and Li (2004) also apply this approach, using a genetic algorithm to choose viewpoint sets with a min-max objective. The viewpoint sets are evaluated based on the number of viewpoints, the visibility of model features and sensor constraints [17] . Once a set of viewpoints is selected, the shortest path is estimated using the Christofides algorithm, which provides a solution no greater than three halves of the optimum [42] .
In a study closely related to the subject of this paper, Yang et al. develop a genetic optimization algorithm that selects camera positions for UAV inspection of transmission tower equipment [43] . The algorithm discretizes both the tower and a cylindrical surface around the tower. Each point on the cylindrical surface becomes a potential viewpoint. The genetic algorithm then searches for the optimal viewpoint for each portion of the tower surface, evaluating viewpoints based on visibility, viewing quality and distance. The optimized viewpoints are then compared to an evenly-distributed set of viewpoints. The authors found that the optimized viewpoints performed better than the evenly-distributed set in all three evaluation metrics. The current project performs similar tests for terrain features and structures and additionally adds image orientation to the list of optimized variables.
The current study extends and improves upon previous work by using a genetic algorithm for view planning in a large and unstructured environments common in UAV terrain modeling [44] . Contrasting with previous evolutionary-based work, the view space is formulated as continuous rather than discretized, allowing more flexibility in the solution and the possibility of a more optimal result [45] . A novel simulation environment using terrain-generation software is also developed for UAV view plan testing. In addition, a quantitative analysis is performed to compare the models created using an optimal view set to those created using three alternative flight patterns in terms of both accuracy, coverage and model completeness.
Materials and Methods

Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms are a type of evolutionary computation distinguished by an initial population of solutions which is manipulated by several operators to progress toward an optimal solution over a series of generations. These operators include selection according to a fitness function, crossover to create new solutions and random mutation of new solutions [46] . The objective of the algorithm is to explore the search space of the problem, combining the best aspects of each solution found. This section describes the details of the genetic algorithm used in this project.
Terrain Data Acquisition
The presented algorithm is a model-based view planner, meaning that it acts on the assumption that some initial information is known about the site before planning begins. In this case, elevation data at 10-m resolution from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Elevation Dataset are used to provide the general shape of the terrain being reconstructed [47] . First, the region of interest (ROI) is selected in Google Earth and saved as a Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file. The KML file is loaded in MATLAB, and elevation data in an area surrounding the ROI are downloaded from the appropriate Web Map Service (WMS) server.
Initialization
The initial population of solutions for the genetic algorithm is initialized through a seeded approach. For the purposes of this project, a solution is defined as a set of image positions and orientations representing a UAV flight. Position here is defined in terms of northing, easting and altitude, while orientation is defined by the azimuth and elevation angles of the image. Roll is neglected for simplicity and easy application of the results to planned future flight tests using a single axis camera gimbal. Each solution thus has 5n decision variables, where n is the number of images in the flight. The population then consists of N solutions, where N is the population size. Figure 1 shows an example of a single solution for a terrain area. The solution is composed of 48 image locations and their corresponding orientations. The population is first initialized by randomly generating a set of solutions. Each image position is then automatically evaluated to determine if it contains any points in the ROI. If it does not, it is discarded, and another image is generated. This brute force initialization is not very efficient. However, the initialization step takes only a small fraction of the total run time, so this method is acceptable from a computational standpoint.
In addition to random generation, the initial population is also seeded using a noisy grid pattern. The image grid is generated with commonly-used values of 75% frontal overlap and 60% side overlap. Recommendations on image overlap vary, but these settings are in line with most current standards of best practice [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Random noise of ±5 m and ±5 degrees is then added to the position and orientation of each image in the grid to produce a perturbed grid pattern. This is repeated to produce a large number of different perturbed grid patterns. Half of the initial population is then replaced with these perturbed grids. The authors have found that this seeding helps to introduce some structure into the evolving solution, as well as image network geometry and leads to a more optimal result. The initial grid pattern, as well as the first perturbed grid solution are set aside for later comparison with the final solution.
Parameter Tuning
The operation of a genetic algorithm is influenced by a number of parameters that can be tuned to the specific problem to be solved. The population size controls the number of solutions calculated in each iteration of the algorithm. The crossover probability controls the probability that variables from a set of two solutions will be combined in the next iteration to promote good solutions. The mutation probability describes the probability that some solution variables will be changed semi-randomly to maintain a diverse set of solutions. The dynamic mutation parameter causes mutation to occur less frequently the longer the algorithm runs, to promote convergence. Another important parameter to consider is the total number of generations or iterations that the algorithm runs. This is determined while the algorithm is running by the convergence criteria described in Section 2.1.4.
Tuning parameters for the genetic algorithm were selected through semi-exhaustive search of the parameter space. Multiple optimizations were performed on a small set of test data, stopping the algorithm after a fixed number of generations. The results of the tests were tabulated, and Table 1 contains the parameters that produced the best and most consistent results over the small set of test data. These parameters were used throughout the remainder of the study and are described in greater detail in the subsequent section. 
Genetic Algorithm Implementation
The genetic algorithm used for the view plan optimization is detailed in the following sections that describe the fitness (objective) function, how inheritance is transferred from one generation (iteration) to another, diversity in the initial guess and the introduction of diversity throughout the generations, preservation of best solutions through elitism and details on the qualifications for convergence.
Fitness Function
The progress of a genetic algorithm towards a more optimal solution is driven by a fitness function that assigns a score to each candidate solution. This fitness score represents the relative merit of each solution in meeting the problem objectives. The fitness function for this system is based on the requirements for the 3D reconstruction of a scene using structure from motion algorithms. The fitness scoring function f is given in Equation (1), where C represents coverage and F c represents the functional coverage. These two quantities are described in the following paragraphs.
Coverage, in this sense, is defined as the number of visible terrain points v in the images of a solution set divided by the total number of terrain points T, as in Equation (2). Coverage can also be described as percent viewable.
Visible terrain points are those within the field of view of at least one image in the set. A maximum camera range is also defined for visibility purposes as the distance from the camera at which the ground sampling distance (GSD), or distance between pixels, is equal to the desired GSD of the flight. Terrain points beyond this range are considered invisible. Functional coverage is a subset of coverage and accounts for the need to capture terrain points from multiple angles to achieve an accurate 3D reconstruction. First, the normal of each point on the terrain is calculated. Then, for each point, the images that contain the point are sorted according to their angle away from the point Points with images in at least three of the histogram bins are visible from at least three angles near the surface normal and are considered functionally covered for the purposes of 3D reconstruction. The variable P is defined as the number of points in the terrain meeting these criteria. The total functional coverage is then computed by normalizing P by dividing by the total number of terrain points T, as shown in Equation (3) . Functional coverage can also be described as percent reconstructable.
The combination of coverage and functional coverage in the fitness function was chosen due to the use of both SfM feature matching and multi-view stereo (MVS) in the reconstruction pipeline. The first relies heavily on multiple imaging angles to locate points in space, while the second requires only stereo pairs for dense reconstruction.
Inheritance
Two solutions are randomly selected as a mother and father. Once a pair of parent solutions is selected, blend crossover is performed with a crossover probability of 0.7. For each image in the pair of solutions, a new image is created by computing a weighted average of the image position, defined by northing, easting and elevation, as well as the image azimuth and elevation, which define the orientation. To avoid large perturbations in the population, when an image pair is selected for crossover, each of the five image variables has a 50% chance of participating in the crossover process. The crossover process is demonstrated in Equations (4) and (5) for the elevation crossover, where r is a random number between zero and one. The two new images thus form a convex combination of the two original images. This is repeated for each image until two new sets of solutions are created from the parents.
new image A elevation = r(mother image elevation) + (1 − r)( f ather image elevation)
new image B elevation = (1 − r)(mother image elevation) + r( f ather image elevation)
Diversity A tournament selection was initially used to choose parent solutions; however, it was found that seeding the population with the grid solution caused a premature loss of diversity in the population in combination with the tournament. Because of this, a simple random selection is implemented to maintain diversity. As an additional measure to ensure diversity in the population of solutions, crossover is followed by mutation with an initial mutation probability of 5%. Mutation is applied to all solution variables, including image northing, easting and elevation, as well as azimuth and elevation. Dynamic mutation is implemented with a dynamic parameter α of one, meaning that solution variables are initially perturbed to random values anywhere within the variable bounds, but that the magnitude of perturbation decreases throughout the duration of the optimization. Equations (6) and (7) describe an example of the mutation process for the image easting. Here, α is the dynamic mutation parameter, a is an intermediate variable related to the dynamic mutation, g is the current generation number, G is the total number of generations, E is the current image easting, E new is the new image easting, E max is the maximum allowable northing, E min is the minimum allowable northing and r e is a random number between E min and E max .
To drive the solution population more quickly towards an optimum, elitism is implemented, meaning that good parent solutions are propagated to the child. In this implementation, the parent and child populations were sorted individually according to score. The lowest ranking 25% of solutions in the child population are then replaced with the highest ranking 25% of solutions in the parent population. This requirement helps ensure that good potential solutions are preserved.
Convergence
At each generation, the algorithm is tested for convergence according to the condition given in Equation (8) , where a c is the average score of the current generation and m is the mean of the average scores of the last ten generations.
Once the algorithm has converged, the final solution is improved by removing any images that cannot see any terrain points, as well as any image locations under the terrain.
Path Planning
Once the optimal set of viewpoints has been planned, the shortest path to visit all of the waypoints may be computed by solving a three-dimensional traveling salesman problem (TSP). There are variety of solution approaches and approximations to the TSP, and they are not treated in this study [53] [54] [55] [56] . Because of the relatively small number of waypoints involved in the studied cases, the TSP is formulated as a binary integer linear program and is solved through branch and bound using the mixed integer linear programming solver available in the MATLAB software package. This approach, while computationally prohibitive for a large TSP, provides an exact solution and is considered sufficient for the current study.
Simulation Environment and Model Analysis
In the course of developing the presented UAV view planning algorithm, the authors found it essential to provide an environment capable of evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of proposed view plans without the expense, risk and time required by physical flight tests. To this end, a terrain generation software is used to create simulated versions of sites of future interest. For the purposes of this study, Terragen 3 was chosen as the terrain generation software, due to its capacity for fine control of camera properties and positioning. Additional capabilities, such as detailed control of environmental lighting and atmospheric effects, were not used in this study, but provide interesting possibilities for future work.
First, elevation data are acquired at the highest resolution available for the desired site and draped with high resolution orthoimagery. Even so, the resulting terrain is often very smooth, which, combined with limited detail in the draped imagery, can lead to images with very few distinct features and little texture. This makes it difficult for SfM algorithms to extract the keypoints required for 3D reconstruction. To remedy this, fine fractal deformation is applied to the surface, adding geometric noise to approximate the level of detail available to an SfM algorithm in the real world. An example of this is shown in Figure 3 . Once the simulated terrain has been created, images are rendered from the desired viewpoints using a virtual camera. The specifications of the camera can be adjusted to match any physical camera chosen. The images are then processed using Agisoft Photoscan, a commonly-used software package in the field. The program settings used to create the models are detailed in Table 2 . The models were processed without ground control points and using self-calibrating bundle adjustment. This means that the software was allowed to estimate all camera parameters during the reconstruction process. The end result of the process is a dense 3D point cloud model of the simulated terrain.
One of the main advantages of the simulated environment is that the original geometry of the simulated terrain is known exactly and can be exported as a point cloud. This allows for a very accurate comparison between models produced using different view plans. Figure 4 illustrates the way in which the simulated testing process parallels the way in which physical tests would be performed. The first metric, accuracy, reflects the error between the model geometry and reality. This is determined by comparison with the ground truth model. The scale of the ground truth model is identical to the scale of the original elevation data and is assumed to be correct. The Agisoft point cloud model is first roughly aligned to the ground truth by manually picking four pairs of corresponding points on each model. The points chosen are distinctive features, such as corners of sidewalks or roads that are easy to identify in each model. The compared model is then automatically rotated and scaled to align the chosen points with the corresponding set on the ground truth. Once the two models are roughly aligned, fine alignment is performed using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [58] . The ICP algorithm minimizes the distance between two point clouds by using a mean squared error cost function to estimate the rotation, translation and scaling that most closely aligns the two clouds. Once the two clouds are aligned, the distance between each point in the model and the surface of the ground truth model is computed using a local quadratic fitting technique. This technique finds the distance between a point in the compared cloud and the surface interpolated from its nearest neighbors in the reference cloud. The technique is illustrated in Figure 5 . The fitting technique is used due to the increased accuracy it provides over a simple nearest neighbor approach.
Following the distance computations, the cloud to cloud distances are fit with a Gaussian distribution, and the mean error is determined for each view set. The second metric computed is the model completeness. This metric quantifies the gaps or holes in a model, as well as areas of low model density. These reconstruction failures can occur for a number of reasons, including insufficient source photos of an area, blurry photos, poor lighting or homogeneous textures, such as smooth metal or cement surfaces. As fewer holes and greater point density generally lead to a more useful model, it is desirable to maximize the model completeness. The model completeness is computed for each model through the following process. First, the completed point cloud model is filtered to remove outliers, and the average point spacing is determined. The point cloud is then meshed using Poisson surface reconstruction, filling any holes through interpolation [59] . A new point cloud is then sampled uniformly from the mesh. This produces a point cloud without any holes or gaps. The mesh point cloud is aligned precisely with the original, and a nearest neighbor distance computation is performed between each point in the mesh point cloud and the original cloud. The resulting distances are then filtered to include only those points with distances greater than the average point spacing of the original cloud. This results in a subset group of points from the mesh cloud corresponding to the holes in the original model and areas of low point density. This concept is shown in Figure 6 . Because the mesh cloud is evenly sampled, the ratio between the number of points in the filtered subset and the total points is equal to the percentage of the original model consisting of holes. From this information, the percentage of the original model not consisting of holes or low density sections is found.
Results
The genetic view planning algorithm was tested in two separate simulation cases. The first case is a small-scale test study, with a site on the order of 50 m. The second case examines a much larger site, on the order of 500 m.
Case 1
The first site chosen for testing the optimized view plan is a spillway forming part of a runoff collection dike. The site is located near Rock Canyon Park, in Provo, Utah. The spillway, with overlaid measurements, is shown in Figure 7 . This site, while of little importance itself, was chosen because of its similarities to other sites of interest for infrastructure monitoring and inspection. Specifically, the site contains a relatively even mixture of man-made geometric structures, rocky terrain, flat paved areas and earth embankments. These are features common among many sites that are potential candidates for UAV inspection, such as dams [60] , levees [61] , canals [62] , roadways [63] , landslides [64] and industrial structures [65] . While a single site cannot match every UAV use case, the chosen test site contains a wide enough variety of features to make it a useful baseline for the comparison of alternative image collection techniques. An additional consideration in the selection of the site is the public availability of LiDAR data for the spillway and drainage system. These data are used as a basis for the terrain in the simulated testing. 
Planning
Rough elevation data were acquired for the desired test site using the process described above, and a view plan was computed using the genetic algorithm. The view plan optimization was completed in MATLAB. The optimized view plan was compared to three alternate flight paths, a grid, a grid with added noise and a grid with added arc paths. The first alternate path was a common grid flight pattern with 75% percent frontal overlap and 60% percent side overlap at a constant height of 40 m. Recommendations on image overlap vary, but these settings are in line with most current standards of best practice. The altitude of the grid path was chosen to give a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 1 cm when using the camera specification outlined in Table 3 . These specifications were selected to match those of a lightweight camera that could be used on a small UAV platform in the inspection of a relatively small site. It was found that 48 images were required to cover the test site using the grid pattern under these conditions. For the purposes of this study, the number of images in the optimized solution was also fixed at 48 to allow a direct comparison with the grid path. The second alternate path was a grid pattern with ±5 meters random position noise and ±5 degrees orientation noise added to each image. This path is more representative of a real survey flight, where perfect camera positioning is uncommon. The final path used for comparison is one suggested in the literature and consists of a grid pattern with two arcs overlaid with images at a 20 degree angle [66] . The added arcs are intended to minimize systematic errors that can result from errors in camera auto-calibration. A sketch of the plan is shown in Figure 8 . The genetic algorithm converged after 44 generations, with a run time of 1 min 54 s. All planning was performed on a laptop computer with a 2.4 GHz quadcore i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM. The results of the optimization are listed in Table 4 using the performance metrics defined in Section 2.2. As can be seen in the table, the algorithm was able to find a final solution that allowed for a greater percentage (98.05%) of the terrain to be reconstructed than in any of the alternative flight paths. The optimized view plan is shown in Figure 9 , with green representing reconstructable terrain points and red representing terrain points visible in at least one image, but not reconstructable. Because imperfect platform positioning is a reality of UAV surveying, some tests were also done to explore the robustness of the optimized solution. This was done by adding several levels of random noise to the optimized solution and re-analyzing the result. Noise was added to both the position and orientation parameters. For example, for the first level of perturbation, random noise was added to each position variable at a level of plus or minus one meter, and orientation noise was added at a level of plus or minus one degree. The results of the robustness testing can be seen in Figure 10 . The effect of perturbing the optimized solution on the corresponding percent reconstructable for the first test case. This analysis shows that the final solution is relatively robust for small position errors, but quickly degrades for larger errors.
Simulation
Publicly-available LiDAR data at a 0.5-m resolution were used to generate the elevation map for the simulated terrain environment. The elevation data were georeferenced and overlaid with 15-cm resolution aerial imagery to create a high fidelity version of the spillway test site. Figure 11 shows an overview of the simulated site. Images were rendered from each of the desired positions for all four of the compared view plans using the camera specifications given in Table 3 . The resulting images were processed to create four 3D models using Agisoft Photoscan [67] , one for each of the tested view plans. Figure 12 shows the model of the simulated terrain created from the optimized view plan. The created point cloud models were then analyzed in terms of accuracy and model completeness using the methods described in the previous section. The four models were also compared in terms of coverage or the percentage of the desired survey area covered by the model, but as all four view plans achieved 100% coverage, this metric was discarded as a comparison. The results of the accuracy testing are found in Table 5 , and the results of the completeness testing are presented in Table 6 . Maps of the spatial distribution of the error for all four flight patterns are shown in Figure 13 . 
Case 2
The second test site selected is the Steinaker Dam in Vernal Utah. While the first test case deals with a small-scale site inspection, the second test case is more representative of the large-scale inspections desirable in many applications [61] . A photograph of the dam is shown in Figure 14 . An important factor in the selection of this test is the availability of a high resolution elevation model previously created from photographs obtained during manned helicopter flights over the dam. This allows for the testing of the view planning algorithm around a more detailed dataset than the elevation data that are publicly available. This case, in which a model is already available of the site, reflects a long-term monitoring situation. For example, it may be desired to construct multiple models of a site for 4D (3D + time) analysis over the course of some period of time using the best image set possible. The large scale of the site also permits testing the algorithm in an environment in which the scene is much larger than the view area of the camera given the required accuracy. 
Planning
A digital elevation model (DEM) of the site with a point spacing of 2 cm was created and downsampled to 10 cm to reduce computational time. The downsampled DEM was loaded into MATLAB, and a view plan was computed using the genetic algorithm. Once again, a 75%/60% overlap grid, a grid with added noise and an arc flight pattern were planned for comparison. In this case, the camera specifications used are from a heavier, higher resolution digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera, such as might be used on a larger UAV for large-scale inspection purposes. The new camera information is detailed in Table 7 . To preserve a GSD of 1 cm with the updated camera information, an altitude of 90 m was used in planning the grid view plan. In this case, the genetic algorithm converged after 53 generations, with a total run time of 13 min, 59 s. The results of the view plan optimization are shown in Table 8 , again using the metrics defined in Section 2.2. The optimized view plan for the second case study is displayed in Figure 15 . 
Simulation
The full 2-cm resolution DEM described above was used to create a high fidelity simulation environment for the second test case. The terrain was draped with 1 cm orthoimagery derived from the previous manned flights of the area. The simulated terrain can be seen in Figure 16 . Images were once again rendered using the computed view plans and processed using Agisoft Photoscan to create 3D models of the site. The program settings listed in Table 2 were also used for the second case study. Figure 17 shows the completed model created using the optimized view plan. The resulting models were analyzed through the same process of model alignment, distance computation, meshing and filtering performed in Case 1 to determine both accuracy and model completeness. The results of this analysis are shown in Tables 9 and 10 . All models achieved 100% coverage of the desired survey area, except the arc pattern, which achieved a coverage of 68%. Maps of the spatial distribution of the error are shown in Figure 18 . As in the first test case, the robustness of the method was tested by the added noise to the optimized solution and re-computing the predicted percent reconstructable. The results of the testing are shown in Figure 19 . 
Discussion
The results of the simulated case studies are summarized in Table 11 . From the results shown, it can be seen that the optimized view planner succeeds in meeting the objectives of increasing model accuracy and completeness. The average error decreased by 43% in the first case and 23% in the second case when compared to the basic grid survey. The standard deviation of the error is also decreased significantly, by 29% in Case 1 and 19% in Case 2, and model completeness is improved in both cases. The optimized solution also compares favorably with the other two alternative flight paths. The increase in accuracy obtained by simply perturbing the grid solution is a particularly interesting result and potentially indicates a simple way to achieve meaningful increases in accuracy during surveying. The increase in accuracy in both this and the optimized case can most likely be attributed to the additional viewing angles provided, which increases the geometric strength of the photogrammetric network. Note that the results of the optimized view plan in the small case study are comparable to those obtained by Hoppe et al. in their physical survey of a site of similar size, where an accuracy of 5 cm was achieved over 92% of the desired points [38] .
The tested arc pattern seems to provide inconsistent results, with good performance in the first case and poor performance in the second. The lack of coverage achieved by the arc pattern in the second test case is surprising, as intuitively adding additional images should improve performance, not reduce it. The authors are unsure of the meaning of this result. It is possible that this flight path is not well suited to long rectangular sites or perhaps some error was made in this portion of the experiment.
It should also be noted that the simulations have yet to be validated through physical flight tests, and it is expected that the physical error values will decrease appreciably from the simulated error due to the additional detail available for feature matching in real-world images. However, it is expected that the degree of improvement between the grid and optimized view plans will be similar to the simulated case. Another important note in transitioning to physical tests is the possibility of systematic error in the results due to self-calibration of the camera parameters during reconstruction. This issue is described in detail by James and Robson [66] . The minimal systematic error observed in the current results may be due to reduced sub-pixel effects in the simulated environment used. This leads to less noise in feature matching, which can improve the performance of the auto-calibrating bundle adjustment and result in less systematic error. While not greatly impacting the current work, the effects described by James and Robson will be an important aspect in evaluating the results of future work in real environments.
As stated above, it is probable that the simulation environment itself has some effect on the results produced, and this will be explored further in future work. It is readily apparent that the simulation does not reproduce fine surface details, such as grass and gravel, with a high degree of fidelity, and this is the reason the artificial surface roughness was introduced. The exact effect of this situation is less clear. Because of the close range, the resolution of the rendered imagery is higher than the draped imagery, meaning that a large amount of interpolation is occurring. Some areas of the orthoimagery, such as the rocks in the spillway, have large texture variations and provide sufficient features for matching. Other areas, such as the grass next to the spillway, are largely homogeneous, and the feature matching depends almost entirely on the artificial detail, which could potentially impact the accuracy of these areas. This is a larger issue in the first simulation than in the second, where higher resolution elevation data and imagery were used. These sites were chosen not only for the simulations in the current work, but also as sites for flight tests in future work. The authors plan not only to validate the optimized flight paths in future tests, but also to explore the relationship between results in the simulated environment and those from the physical sites. The large variety of features and surfaces at these sites should provide an instructive comparison and bring to light any surface effects masked by the simulator.
It is noted that the predicted percentages of terrain reconstruction are lower than the percentages reconstructed in the simulations, particularly for the grid surveys. There are several possible explanations for this discrepancy. The first is that the camera model used for planning and scoring in MATLAB does not perfectly represent the actual camera. In particular, the maximum camera range for each case is set to ensure a minimum GSD of 1 cm. This means that any terrain points beyond the maximum range are considered invisible by the camera. This is helpful in driving the optimized solution towards the minimum sampling distance, but could potentially underestimate the number of visible terrain points, as points beyond the maximum range are still actually visible, just at a larger GSD. This effect may be particularly pronounced in the grid survey, as all of the camera locations are on a flat plane, and the terrain is not flat.
A second possible reason for the low percent reconstructable values is that the name percent reconstructable may be something of a misnomer. It would be more accurate to say that the metric represents the percentage of terrain points that are visible from at least three camera locations at three distinct angles. The metric was intended to represent the minimum criteria for a point to be reconstructed using structure from motion, but does not fully capture the dense stereo pair matching used in multi-view stereo. Because Photoscan uses both techniques in its reconstruction pipeline, the percent reconstructable metric does not always represent all of the areas reconstructed in the final model.
Despite these shortcomings, the percent reconstructable metric (while not a perfect reflection of the final level of model reconstruction) does appear to trend generally with the final model accuracy and, thus, is helpful in motivating the genetic algorithm towards more accurate solutions.
Conclusions
This work presented a genetic algorithm-based view planner for UAV terrain modeling. The algorithm used structure from motion reconstruction criteria to guide the selection of viewpoints for images taken during a UAV mission. Rough terrain data were imported from public data sources or prior missions and used as an outline of the terrain geometry for view planning purposes. A novel simulation environment was developed using high fidelity terrain generation software to facilitate quantifiable and repeatable view plan testing and comparison.
The performance of the view planning algorithm is tested in both large-and small-scale infrastructure case studies. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated against three alternative plans, a traditional grid pattern, a grid with added noise and a grid with added arcs. The algorithm produces optimized flight paths that increased the accuracy of reconstructed models by up to 43% versus the basic grid. Increases in model completeness are also observed in the optimized paths.
Although the results of the current study are favorable, much work remains to be done. Future studies will conduct physical flight tests to validate both the presented simulation environment and the computed view plans. Work must be done to establish the correlation between the accuracy obtained through simulation and that obtained in experiment. The genetic algorithm implemented, while capable of producing quality results, is a stochastic tool and, thus, cannot guarantee an optimum solution. It is possible that seeding the algorithm with additional heuristic solutions will improve the consistency of the results obtained, and this will be explored in future work. The tradeoffs between flight time, accuracy and model completeness in optimal view planning also require additional study. Real-time and onboard view planning should also be explored to account for imperfect platform positioning and changing flight conditions throughout the mission.
